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Introducing the apps

AGENDA
Date-based 
notetaking

A COLOR STORY
Comprehensive 
photo editing

SPARK
Quick & polished 

presentations

Using three common ideation techniques, I came up with several 
ideas for improving upon each of the three featured apps below.



Technique 
one:
braindumping

Mindmapping is a way of 
visually organizing 
information to show 
relationships between 
different components. As an 
ideation strategy, 
Mindmapping can be useful 
in generating connected ideas 
that build off one another 
and create visual themes 
through your ideas.

Technique 
two:
mindmapping

Technique 
three:
sketchstorming

Braindumping is an 
independent brainstorming 
strategy which encourages 
generation of ideas through 
stream of consciousness 
without judgment. Using 
post-it notes and a black 
sharpie, the aim is quantity 
of ideas over quality of ideas 
within a specified timeframe.

Sketchstorming relies on 
quick visualizations in an 
attempt to solve problems –
it encourages exploration 
rather than commitment to 
concrete thought. Sketches 
are quick and plentiful, but 
include minimal detail to 
remain open to 
interpretation and branching 
of new ideas.
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AGENDA POV 2: Users who use digital note-taking apps need the ability to insert images and 
draw with a stylus because notes often involve reference to visual explanations of content.



SPARK POV 2: Users who need to create multimedia presentations of content need freedom 
and flexibility to extend time limits and customize transitions because restrictions can prohibit 
them from getting their entire point across.
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POV 1: Users who want to maintain a professional looking social media accounts need 
access to filters and the ability to save editing steps because those tools help to create 
consistency amongst a variety of images.
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POV 1: Users who create digital content and presentations for online university work need 
quick and easy tools to assemble multimedia content because quality of presentation is often 
assessed as much as knowledge of content in the online classroom.
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m POV 1: Users who need to manage multiple tasks and projects need a date-based note-
taking app because it helps with managing workflow and adhering to deadlines.



POV 2: Users who take portrait photos on their phones need blemish editing and 
controlled blurring tools because they improve the overall quality of digital images.
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Technique four:
The creative pause
The Creative Pause is a difficult 
technique to capture on paper, 
because it requires you to step away 
from the process of recording your 
ideas, and rather occupy the space 
inside your head to allow ideas to 
percolate. I find this to be an incredibly 
effective way to solve problems – but 
it’s difficult to represent here. There 
are two primary ways I engage in 
creative pauses – and after engaging in 
each I often come away with incredible 
insights and new ideas. 

Lap Swimming Fiber Arts



Ideas worth pursuing

Create multiple modes for entering notes: dictation, typing, or sketching 

Once images are uploaded, ability to add text or layers on top of images

Import external video, but then mute audio and add your own narration



Best technique

The unstructured nature of braindumping provides me with the most 
flexibility in my thinking. Once I am forced to use sketching (which 
feels unnatural) or make connections (through mind maps), the 
imposed limitations reduce my ability to expand my thinking. I fall 
into a rut where I feel like there are right and wrong ways to respond. 
Braindumping, on the other hand, with it’s completely open structure 
enables me to generate the most diverse ideas because I can just 
throw things on the page without thinking – it allows me to tap into a 
flow state and unearth my subconscious in a way the others cannot.

Braindumping Using The online tool padlet
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